
Modernized, integrated 
rail terminal  for increasing 
flows of goods

The RBS team fits precisely to our needs and 
priorities and is always responsive in support. 
The go-live was also very well supported 
on site. You can tell that the team is very 
experienced. We are pleased that with TOPS 
all our systems can now interact perfectly with 
each other. This brings an enormous effect for 
our processes and thus for our success.“

FLORIAN FISCHER
Terminal Manager in Hof, Contargo Combitrac GmbH

With its hinterland terminals in Hof and Wiesau (Germany), 
Contargo Combitrac GmbH offers an important logistics hub 
for bimodal container transports. The terminals connect the 
flow of goods from south eastern part of Germany with the 
northern sea ports of Hamburg and Bremerhaven via daily rail 
services. Both southern and central Germany and the Czech 
Republic can be reached from the terminals within a short 
time.

Hinterland terminal Contargo Combitrac in Hof controls 
all processes in real time via RBS TOPS Expert Cloud



Five years ago, the go-ahead was given for an expansion of the 
terminal in Hof, which was completed at the end of 2021. A 
modern terminal with two new rail crane systems and associated 
reachstackers was built on almost 40,000 square meters. This was 
also intended to replace the previous planning and execution via 
Excel lists and ticking off on printouts. The terminal operator‘s 
goal was to control all handling processes with a Terminal 
Operation System (TOS) as the central leading application.

After a call for tenders, the choice fell on the RBS TOPS Expert 
Cloud system, which provides all modules from the cloud as SaaS. 
The special real-time architecture of TOPS ensures that the most 
up-to-date data is used for decision-making. The SaaS approach 
means that Contargo Combitrac does not incur any hardware 
or licensing costs for the system. TOS SaaS is monthly per TEU 
handled, so system costs can be flexibly adjusted to the terminal‘s 
targeted growth. With the new TOS, Contargo Combitrac also 
benefits from high security and availability of data from the cloud.

From commissioning, the TOPS provided a great overview 
of the rail handling and train processing. The entire yard 
as well as all bays can be tracked in detail in real time via 
a zoom function. Full and empty containers or different 
departures can be distinguished at the push of a button. 
The visualization of the yard and the bays in 3D provides a 
high degree of clarity, which is also of enormous advantage 
for the crane operators, who are now directly connected via 
automatic work instructions.

Today, the terminal in Hof intelligently controls the entire 
track planning, the automated planning of containers 
from and onto the rail cars, and the planning in the yard 
via the TOPS Expert system: Containers are, for example, 
pre-stowed appropriately in blocks. If the matching truck 
is already on the terminal site when the train is unloaded, 
the container can be loaded there immediately and go 
directly to the customer. This saves the terminal additional 
movements and enables it to supply customers more 
quickly. Via the integrated CONTADO forwarding system 
(TMS), the pre-announcement of arriving containers 
and the feedback on loaded containers is permanently 
taken over automatically. The cranes and spreaders send 
information and actions of the corresponding events to the 
TOS, so that the visualizations are always up to date and on 
this basis the actual situation is always shown in the system. 

Instead of working with paper lists, the employees in the 
yard now use tablets that are easily connected via 4G with 
individual access to TOPS. Among other things, they benefit 
from automatic driving instructions and calculations of 
stacking locations. Inventory management in the office 
is also list-free. The constant reconciliations between the 
system and the actual inventory that were previously 
required are no longer necessary. In 2022, Contargo 
Combitrac plans to implement a Gate Operation System 
(GOS) and integrate it to TOPS as well, so that truck OCR 
data will also be immediately recognized and exchanged in 
an automated and live manner.

Digitization of all processes at the modernized terminal

TOPS Expert Cloud orchestrates all terminal systems

A great overview and intelligent planning

Why RBS TOPS?

• Cloud-based real-time architecture with SaaS model 

• Integration of various upstream systems 

• Experienced consulting and implementation team

The implementation of TOPS was  - during the Corona pandemic 
– was quite a flexible process with some new interfaces for the 
company. The crane system had to be integrated via interface 
to automatically integrate the positioning as part of the 
modernization. In addition, the logistics system Contado (from 
indiwa in Bremen) and the data of the rail operators for incoming 
trains had to be integrated into TOS via the standard interface.

This allows Contargo Combitrac to make the next move 
towards a highly efficient & sustainable operation.
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